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Abstract
This paper maps a conversation design to facil-
itate the formulation of research into ethical
dilemmas, issues, and problems regarding in-
formation in human activity systems. The
general perspectives intended are rybernetic and
systemic. Examples and case generation are to
apply select aspects of praxiology and method-
ology for human inquiry to situate, concretize,
and facilitate the conversation.

I Introduction
This paper is ambitious, in that it attempts to weave
together four strands. The bundle represents different
human interests and potential uses of the conversation
desrgn.

The first srand is the subject of ethics in human
organizations. We can describe and discuss this subject in
tenns of ethical dilemmas faced by individuals and the
kinds of ethical problems such dilemmas may surface for
not only those who become cognizant of them, but also
those comprising the human activity system as a whole.
The general interest here is to examine some of those
dilemmas and problems that share in common the
generation, use, and management of information.

The second strand is about pedagogy. Blucators,
trainers, team leaders, facilitators, and consultants have a
stake in know-how that assists them to move
conversation towards the collective objective. In-
formation is the life blood of conversation. Means to
exchange and use it are vital to the design and con-
tinuance of the conversation. Practices that work persons
and groups in conversation, to orchestrate the process
towards fulfillment of a puxpose, objective, and group
defined end, parallel the implementation of the con-
versation design.

The third strand is the application of methodology
and p,raxiology to human inquiry. Given the cenffality of
human conversation in most'iystems research methods
for organizational contexts, conversation designs are
critical and core pieces to maximize chances of successful
implementation of a systemic method.

The fourth strand is the surdy of convenation design
as ? neglected subject area of research in systems
methodology. Although the paper delimits itself to a
specific subject focus, it is intended that aniculation of

specific examples and cases may reveal aspects of a more
generic nature to the design of conversations in general.

We know the separation of these strands is rather
artifieial in a given conversation. We must keep this fact
in mind as we follow the conversation design and fill it
with specific examples and cases. Nevertheless, various
practitioners (consultants, cyberneticians, designers,
methodologists, pedagogues, praxiologists, systemists,
and team leaders) may find the design of the conversation
useful for their own particrrlar purpose. The concepts

'human activity systern" in reference to the human
collective [Checkland, 19811,'design" according to its
methodological emphasis [Collen, 19957, and *con-

versation' as a systemic form of human discourse

[Collen, l997l are intended throughout this paper.

Preference is given to information systems and their
interface with human beings and communication tech-
nologies [Collen, 1996J. The term'information' is used
in this paper to designation the subject content com-
municated among persons in the course of conversation.

2 Design of a conversation
The design of a conversation is applied to accomplish a
particular end. It sepes as an overarching framework. It
describes the configuration of resources needed to
conduct the conversation. It provides its designer a larger
view as well as a horizon. Designing the conversation is

the process of design, and the product of the process is
the conversation design. The de.signing may be accom-
plished as a preliminary and preparatory phase to con-
ducting the conversation for which the design is

intended. Or the design may become an ongoing part of
the conversation itself, that is, an emergent reality of the
conversation that can be articulated (but is typically
not). The conversation design can help its user(s) to
guide the conversation in the classical meaning of the
cybernetician at the helm. There is no cookbook of
designs or set of conversation designs to steer the course
of a conversation. Theoretically, there may be incom-
prehensible number of different designs possible. In this
paper, the author, as designer in solo, provides the
conversation design for its potential application. More
systemic, however, is conversation whereby the
participants themselves work up their own conversation
design as a preliminary by setting parameters, ground
rules, and direction. For example, Collen et al (1995)



provides the group report of their conversation about
designing conversations.

3 A conversation design for ethical
dilemmas, issueq and problems

The proposed design is outlined in Table 1. It consists of
four stages. A group leader or facilitator is required who
is familiar with the design as well as means of group
facilitation. The desrgn is intended for a workshop and
small group setting with 6-12 participants. Although
this design is configured for one session of an inter-
national conference, it need not be so limited; more
likely several sessions may ensue. And the participants
will probably represent various interests of their human
organizations. In such instances, therefore, the design
presented becomes a trigger or catalyst for the par-
ticipants to redesign of their subsequent sessions of
conversation tailored to meet their specific interests
surfaced during their initial session.

Participants: 6-12 penloosl, including a group
facilitator.

Time: one l-2 hour session.
Place: comfortable and quiet room, rouodtable

arangement, and recording/display marcrials.
Stages of the conversation:
L SITUATE ethics in human activity
II. DESCRIBE & DISCUSS cases that exemplify

ethics of inforrratioo systcms
m. DESCRIBE & DISCUSS cases thatexernplify

rcsearch ethics of information systems
tV. CONCLI.JDE

Table l. A conversation design to examine ethical
dilemmas and problems in human activity systcms.

The four stages of the conversation design are out-
lined in more detail in the remaining sections of this
Paper.

4 Situating ethics in information systems
To move the conversation beyond an initial familiarity
with other participants is to dig into the substance of the
subject. Lay definitions of conversation tend to restrict
its denotation to more superficial exchanges and social-
izng of everyday life. However, in a design oriented
science, once the initial rapport is established to con-
stitute the group, substantive learning can proceed by its
members coming to terms with common meanings to be
shared that shall contribute a vital body of knowledge to
the development of the conversation. In this design, the
key constructs that must be discussed are ethical
dilemma, ethical issue, ethical problem, and ethical
research issue. The questions and definitions shown in
Table 2 are to catalyze conversation, not to provide the
definitive answer to each question. The expectation is
that the first stage of the conversation will consider
these terms as the starting point for selecting, describ-
ing, and discussing the content of the subsequent stages.
In Stage I, the group confirms or redefines these con-
structs, as deemed appropriate, then moves on to Stage II.

Question. What is an ethical problem situation?
Definition An ethical problem situation is discord-

ance of t\rro or more human intcrests, regarding
what is right and wmtrg human behavior, that is a
genuine conllict or dispurc with the porcutial for
adverse huruan conscqucnces and wi&nced by
contrasting actions frcm the diffcring parties.

Question. What is an ethical issuc?
Definition An ethical issuc is the argumentation,

rcasoning, debatc, and points of discourse thaq
as a body of information, defines and cornmun-
icarcs the cthical problcm situation.

Question. What is an ethical dilemma?
Definition An ethical dilemma is a set of seem-

ingly equal undesirable choices 0o act in response
to an ethical problcm sittration; it is a set which
favors no clear path for action at the personal
level and oftentimes the collective lcvel.

Question.In what ways can cybernetic and systemic
perspectives inform us about ethical issues, di-
Iemmas, problems?

Discussion Examplcs and cases.

Question. [n what ways catr research ethics move us
toward a course of action regarding ethical
dilemmas and problems in human activity
systems?

Discussion Examples and cases.

Table 2. Defrning an issue, dilemrna, ild problem
of an ethical Danrc in human activity systcrns.

To expound upon the trvo questions for discussion,-
examples and cases are to be drawn from the experiences
of conversation participants as well as such sources as

Beauchamp et a[. [1982], Broad and Wade [1982], and
Penslar U9951.

Efficiency. The fact of being an operative agent or
efficient cause; fitness or power to accomplish
the purpose inrcnded; adequarc poweE effective-
ness; efficacy; the wort donc by a force in
operating a machine or engine, the total etrergy
expendd the ratio of useful work performed to
the total energy expended or heat taken in.

Effectiveness. The quality of beiog in regard to
concern for the production of some event or
condition; t}re power of acting upon ohjects; that
portion of an agency or force which is actually
brought to bear on a particular objecg the
completion or result of an action.

Eficacy. Power or capacity to produce effects;
powcr to effect the object intcnded.

Evaluabiliry. The potential, capacity, or readincss
to be appraise4 estimated, or valued.

Ethicaliry. Qualities, behaviors, or principles con-
cerned with the science of morals, rules of con-
duct recognized in certain associations or depart-
ments of human life, and scicnce of law. whethcr
civil, political or intcrnational.

Table 3. The Es of praxiology.

As a transition to Stage II, it is helpful to become
familiar with the Es of praxiology (Table 3). These
constructs are useful to facilitate selection and des-



cription of examples and cases, because typically a given
party uses one or more of them to justify an adopted
position and associated behavims, in regard to an ethical
issue, dilemma, and problem. These constructs are also up
for discussion, debate, ond redefinitioo, prior !o com-
mencing Stage tr.

5 Case study exemplifying ethical aspects
of information systems

To describe an example and a c?se of an ethical naEre, it
is most expedient to answer the most basic questions
that one can ask about the case. Details thereby gene,rated
define the case for the discussion to follow. A set of such
questions are shown in Table 4.

. Who was involved?

. When did it hap,pen and what were thc circum-
stances?

. Where did it happen and what was the sinntion?

. What happened cxactly?

. Who werc the conflicttqg partics and what interest
did each par-y have ia the rnafter?

. What made it an ethical issue, dilemma, aud/or
problem?

Table 4. A set of questions for generating essential
description of an ethical case.

To discuss an example and a case of an ethical na&lre,
there is a practical scheme which enables the group to
apply the information previously presented. The scheme
is shown in Figure l.

ISSUE DILEMMA

Effectiveness

Efficacy Evaluability

Ethicality

Figrue l. Schematic for discussing an example
and case of ethics in human activity systems.

One recent case of an ethical nature involves long
standing donations of major cigarette companies to fire
yfety organizations in the United States flrvin, l99gJ.
Rather than the former companies manufacturing a fire
resistant cigarette, known !o be possible and feasible for
decades, the alleged alliance between the two business
sectors has led the later companies to manufacture fire
retarding synthetic producs poisonous after combustion
and inhalation. Smoking is the nation,s leading prevent-
able cause of death, and cigarettes are responsible for one
quarter of all fire deaths. This case illustrates the kind of
focus ttrat may be useful with Stage II of this con-
versation design.

Once a case is defined, there may be several choices to
steer the discussion toward the more coflective level.
Table 5 shows some exemplary foci for such discussion
in terms of questions, the answerc to which may be

shaped to an issue, dilemma and problem. Again, these
questions are prompts, intended to encourage partici-
pants to lengthen the list" then select one holding a high
level of interest in relation to the cases previously dis-
cussed Such a tactic may be used by the facilitator to
move the conversation from specitic cases to more
general discourse in order to transit the group toward
Stage trI.

. Can tcchnoktgy ssrvs hilmeins or do hiimrins strye
technology?

. Cao one infor:r1 not inform, misinform, and dis-
inform?

. Can the management and control of information
scrve to manage and control people?

. Can a cybernetic and systems metiodology be
employed ethically to snrdy thc interface of in-
formatiou and human activity systcms?

Table 5. Some exemplary questions for geaeral
discussion of the ethical aspects of information
systems.

6 Case study exempHfying research
ethics of information systems

The third stage is intended CI direct the conversation to a
more action orientation. This is done by surfacing aspects
of research ethics [Beauchamp etal., t982;Penslar, 1995J,
evidently connected to contemplated inquiry that could
resolve a current caser or help prevent a known case to
reoccur in the future. As in the p,revious stage of the
conversation, the group is guided to describe and later
discuss specific czls6 of an ethical nature. but involving
the conduct of inqulry itself. [n traversing Stage IIt it is
key that the faciliabr help the group establish con-
nections betrveen the cases discussed in Stage II with
those that are coming forth in Stage Itr.

Some examples of foci commonly found in the sub-
ject area of research ethics that can be related par-
ticularly to the management control of information
systems are: jeopardizing human welfare, impeding hu-
man resources development adverse ecological impact,
biased advocary, selection and ampering, and plag-
iarizing. Such rubrics may be extracted from the des-
cription and discussion of the specific research cases in
organizational settings.

One recent case of an ethical nature involved a student
suing her school and professor because he would not
allow her to avoid the dissection of a pig in her biology
laboratory class for religious reasons [Walton, 19971.
Although alternative options existed for laboratory
instruction (e.9. computer simulation), the instructor
took the position that the situation violated his academic
freedom of instnrction. Research in organizational set-
tings commonly involves comparisons among different
conditions (e.9. treatments, procedures, forms of in-
struction, programs, and inte.nrentions). Participants are
selected and assigned to such conditions of the research
design that permit data collection for later comparison.
This case illustrates the kind of focus that may be used
with Stage III of this conversation design.

Efficiency

PROBLEM



7 Conclusion
The fourth and last stage of the conversation design is to
conclude the conversation. The emphasis here is to
develop closure of theprocess, but prreferably as a means
to carry the fruits of the conversation into a mode for
paaicipatory action research [Whyte, 1991J. In this sense,

this conversation design is anticipabry and intended to
contribute to the betterment of organizational ethics via
human inqutry.

The discussion of ethical cases works to sensitize par-
ticipants to ethical conceflN. There is the secondary gain
of raising the consciousness of paaicipants concerning
prractices which may become ethical issues, dilemmas, ord
problems. Participants seek to ake from such con-
versations choices for action in such cases. Thus, the focus
for concluding the conversation is to address the kinds of
questions stated in Table 6.

. What have we leamed about organization and
research ethics from these cases?

. What choices do we have should such cases arisc
in our context?

. Is there a right path of decision and action in these

cases?
. Are there guidelincs and best practices tlat can

mini6i2s the likelihood such cases would
surface?

Table 6. Focal questions to conclude conversation.

This paper has presented a conversation design of four
stages for examining organization and research ethics in
human activrty systems. Even though the examples and
qnes have centered on intbrmation systems, limited
session of conversation, and a small group, the design can
accommodate extensions, such that moe general con-
siderations of conversation destgn migttt be considered.
Conve,rsation design is a key element of all practical and
group oriented systems methodologies in human organi-
zations. Although the subject area of this paper has been

delimited to ethics of information systems, any subject
area of conversation might be tested by means of these
formulations.
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